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Description 

Renee Video Editor Pro Free Download

Renee Video Editor Pro full version V2021.06.30.56 standalone offline installer for Windows, it is a best screen recorder & video editor Software
so far.

Edit videos and audios and convert them into different formats. Besides, it supports to record computer screen(s). It can not only record video
for users, but also can edit video and convert to different formats. Besides, it provides different edit tools and settings.

When you record screen, you can add the customized watermark and even create the auto record plan. To help users edit the video in a better
way, It provides multiple filters and overlays beside useful video edit tools like merge and cut. Besides, different format recommendations are
also provided as well.

Features of Renee Video Editor Pro
Multifunctional and Easy to use Video Edit Software
Cut, rotate and flip video screen at will
Change background music for video with one click. Add subtitle and make your own video opening and ending
Join videos in different or same formats and output as one
Multiple filters, effects, zoom in, adjust volume for special time and more functions are available
Support to add watermark in different style including picture, text, video and built-in figures

Technical Details and System Requirements
Processor: Processor of Intel or AMD – 2.0GHz or better processor
Hard disk: 2GB at least(It is recommended to use SSD if you want to make HD or 4K videos)
Video Card: 1366 x 768, 32 bits
RAM: 2GB at least (It is recommended to use 8GB RAM at least if you make HD or 4K video)
Other: Software registration and Effect store visit need Internet connection.
Compatible with: Windows 10/8.1/8/7
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